Read each sentence. Look up the definition of the underlined words in the dictionary. Write each definition on the lines below.

1. The little girl was **frantic** as she was looking for her doll. (frantic)

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Which **route** do you think will be the fastest? (route)

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

3. Can you **calculate** all the possible outcomes? (calculate)

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

4. We couldn’t hear the reading because the man **murmured**. (murmured)

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

5. I have to admit, last nights dinner was **disgusting**! (disgusting)

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Read each sentence. Look up the definition of the underlined words in the dictionary. Write each definition on the lines below.

1. The little girl was **frantic** as she was looking for her doll. (frantic)
   - feeling fear or worry

2. Which **route** do you think will be the fastest? (route)
   - a way to get from one place to another

3. Can you **calculate** all the possible outcomes? (calculate)
   - a general idea about value, size, or cost of something

4. We couldn't hear the reading because the man **murmured**. (murmured)
   - to have spoke quietly or softly

5. I have to admit, last nights dinner was **disgusting**! (disgusting)
   - unpleasant to smell or taste